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Collectively, Linked Data comprise hundreds of sources 
containing billions of RDF triples, which are connected 
by millions of links (see LOD Cloud illustration at http://
linkeddata.org/). While different kinds of links can be es-
tablished, the ones frequently published are sameAs links, 
which denote that two RDF resources represent the same 
real-world object.It is difficult for the typical web users to 
exploit this web data by means of structured queries using 
languages like SQL or SPARQL. To this end, keyword 
search has proven to be intuitive. As opposed to struc-
tured queries, no knowledge of the query language, the 
schema or the underlying data are needed.

In database research, solutions have been proposed, which 
given a keyword query, retrieve the most relevant struc-
tured results [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], or simply, select the 
single most relevant databases [6], [7]. However, these 
approaches are single-source solutions. They are not di-
rectly applicable to the web of Linked Data, where results 
are not bounded by a single source but might encompass 
several Linked Data sources. As opposed to the source se-
lection problem [6], [7], which is focusing on computing 
the most relevant sources, the problem here is to compute 
the most relevant combinations of sources. The goal is 
to produce routing plans, which can be used to compute 
results from multiple sources.

ABSTRACT:

Keyword search is an intuitive paradigm for searching 
linked data sources on the web. We propose to route key-
words only to relevant sources to reduce the high cost of 
processing keyword search queries over all sources. We 
propose a novel method for computing top-k routing plans 
based on their potentials to contain results for a given key-
word query. We employ a keyword-elementrelationship 
summary that compactly represents relationships between 
keywords and the data elements mentioning them. A mul-
tilevel scoring mechanism is proposed for computing the 
relevance of routing plans based on scores at the level 
of keywords, data elements, element sets, and subgraphs 
that connect these elements. Experiments carried out us-
ing 150 publicly available sources on the web showed that 
valid plans (precision@1 of 0.92) that are highly relevant 
(mean reciprocal rank of 0.89) can be computed in 1 sec-
ond on average on a single PC. Further, we show rout-
ing greatly helps to improve the performance of keyword 
search, without compromising its result quality.

Index Terms:

Keyword search, keyword query, keyword query routing, 
graph-structured data, RDF.

INTRODUCTION:

THE web is no longer only a collection of textual docu-
ments but also a web of interlinked data sources (e.g., 
Linked Data). One prominent project that largely contrib-
utes to this development is Linking Open Data.hrough this 
project, a large amount of legacy data have been trans-
formed to RDF, linked with other sources, and published 
as Linked Data.
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A multilevel scoring mechanism is proposed for comput-
ing the relevance of routing plans based on scores at the 
level of keywords, data elements, element sets, and sub-
graphs that connect these elements. We propose to inves-
tigate the problem of keyword query routing for keyword 
search over a large number of structured and Linked Data 
sources.

ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM:

1. Routing keywords only to relevant sources can reduce 
the high cost of searching for structured results that span 
multiple sources. 
2. The routing plans, produced can be used to compute 
results from multiple sources. 
RELATED WORK
There are two directions of work: 1) keyword search ap-
proaches compute the most relevant structured results and 
2) solutions for source selection compute the most rel-
evant sources.

Existing work can be categorized into two main catego-
ries: There are schema-based approaches implemented on 
top of off-the-shelf databases [8], [1], [2], [3], [9], [10]. A 
keyword query is processed by mapping keywords to ele-
ments of the database (called keyword elements). Then, 
using the schema, valid join sequences are derived, which 
are then employed to join (“connect”) the computed key-
word elements to form so-called candidate networks rep-
resenting possible results to the keyword query.Schema-
agnostic approaches [11], [12], [13], [5] operate directly 
on the data. Structured results are computed by exploring 
the underlying data graph. 

The goal is to find structures in the data called Steiner 
trees (Steiner graphs ingeneral), which connect keyword 
elements [13]. For the query “Stanford John Award” for 
instance, a Steiner graph is the path between uni1 and 
prize1 in Fig. 1. Various kinds of algorithms have been 
proposed for the efficient exploration of keyword search 
results over data graphs, which might be very large. Ex-
amples are bidirectional search [11] and dynamic pro-
gramming [5]. Recently, a system called Kite extends 
schema-based techniques to find candidate networks in 
the multisourcesetting [4]. It employs schema matching 
techniques to discover links between sources and uses 
structure discovery techniques to find foreign-key joins 
across sources.

Existing System:

Existing work can be categorized into two main catego-
ries:

schema-based approaches  »
Schema-agnostic approaches »

 
There are schema-based approaches implemented on top 
of off-the-shelf databases. A keyword query is processed 
by mapping keywords to elements of the database (called 
keyword elements). Then, using the schema, valid join 
sequences are derived, which are then employed to join 
(“connect”) the computed keyword elements to form so 
called candidate networks representing possible results to 
the keyword query. Schema-agnostic approaches operate 
directly on the data. Structured results are computed by 
exploring the underlying data graph. The goal is to find 
structures in the data called Steiner trees (Steiner graphs 
in general), which connect keyword elements. Various 
kinds of algorithms have been proposed for the efficient 
exploration of keyword search results over data graphs, 
which might be very large. Examples are bidirectional 
search and dynamic programming.Existing work on key-
word search relies on an element-level model (i.e., data 
graphs) to compute keyword query results.

DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING SYS-
TEM:

1. The number of potential results may increase exponen-
tially with the number of sources and links between them. 
Yet, most of the results may be not necessary especially 
when they are not relevant to the user. 
2. The routing problem, we need to compute results cap-
turing specific elements at the data level.
3. Routing keywords return all the source which may or 
may not be the relevant sources.

Proposed System:

We propose to route keywords only to relevant sources 
to reduce the high cost of processing keyword search 
queries over all sources. We propose a novel method for 
computing top-k routing plans based on their potentials 
to contain results for a given keyword query. We employ 
a keyword-element relationship summary that compactly 
represents relationships between keywords and the data 
elements mentioning them.
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In that model, we distinguish between an element-level 
data graph representing relationships between individual 
data elements, and a set-level data graph, which captures 
information about group of elements.

Definition 1 (Element-level Data Graph):

Note that this model resembles RDF data where entities 
stand for some RDF resources, data values stand for RDF 
literals, and relations and attributes correspond to RDF 
triples. While it is primarily used to model RDF Linked 
Data on the web, such a graph model is sufficiently gen-
eral to capture XML and relational data. For instance, a 
tuple in a relational database can be modeled as an entity, 
and foreign key relationships can be represented as inter-
entity relations. 

Definition 2 (Set-level Data Graph):

This set-level graph essentially captures a part of the 
Linked Data schema on the web that are represented in 
RDFS, i.e., relations between classes. Often, a schema 
might be incomplete or simply does not exist for RDF 
data on the web. In such a case, a pseudoschema can be 
obtained by computing a structural summary such as a 
dataguide [15].A set-level data graph can be derived from 
a given schema or a generated pseudoschema. Thus, we 
assume a membership mapping type : NE 7!N0 exists and 
use n 2 n0 to denote that n belongs to the set n0. An ex-
ample of the setlevel graph is given in Fig. 2.We consider 
the search space as a set of Linked Data sources, forming 
a web of data. 

Keyword Query Routing:

We aim to identify data sources that contain results to a 
keyword query. In the Linked Data scenario, results might 
combine data from several sources:

Definition 3 (Keyword Query Result):

Typical for all keyword search approaches is the pragmat-
ic assumption that users are only interested in compact re-
sults such that a threshold dmax can be used to constrain 
the connections to be considered. The type of Steiner 
graphs that is of particular interest is dmax-Steiner graphs 
WSðN S; ESÞ, where for all ni; nj 2 NS, paths betweenni 
and nj is of length dmax or less. This work also relies on 
this assumption to constrain the size of the search space.

Also based on precomputed links, Hermes [14] translates 
keywords to structured queries. However, experiments 
have been performed only for a small number of sources 
so far. Kite explicitly considered only the setting where 
“the number of databases that can be dealt with is up to 
the tens” [4].

Database Selection:

More closely related to this work are existing solutions to 
database selection, where the goal is to identify the most 
relevant databases. The main idea is based on modeling 
databases using keyword relationships. A keyword rela-
tionship is a pair of keywords that can be connected via 
a sequence of join operations. For instance, hStanford; 
Awardi is a keyword relationship as there is a path be-
tween uni1 and prize1 in Fig. 1. A database is relevant if 
its keyword relationship model covers all pairs of query 
keywords. MKS [6] captures relationships using a ma-
trix. Since M-KS considers only binary relationships be-
tween keywords, it incurs a large number of false posi-
tives for queries with more than two keywords. This is 
the case when all query keywords are pairwise related 
but there is no combined join sequence which connects 
all of them.G-KS [7] addresses this problem by consider-
ing more complex relationships between keywords using 
a keyword relationship graph (KRG). Each node in the 
graph corresponds to a keyword. Each edge between two 
nodes corresponding to the keywords hki; kji indicates 
that there exists at least two connected tuples ti $ tj that 
match ki  and kj. Moreover, the distance between ti and tj 
are marked on the edges.

OVERVIEW:

In this section, we discuss the data, define the problem, 
and then briefly sketch the proposed solution.

Web of Data:

We use a graph-based data model to characterize individ-
ual data sources.
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CONCLUSIONS:

We have presented a solution to the novel problem of 
keyword query routing. Based on modeling the search-
space as a multilevel inter-relationship graph, we pro-
posed a summary model that groups keyword and ele-
ment relationships at the level of sets, and developed a 
multilevel ranking scheme to incorporate relevance at dif-
ferent dimensions. The experiments showed that the sum-
mary model compactly preserves relevant information.
In combination with the proposed ranking, valid plans 
(precision@1 ¼ 0:92) that are highly relevant (mean re-
ciprocal rank ¼ 0:86) could be computed in 1 s on aver-
age.Further, we show that when routing is applied to an 
existing keyword search system to prune sources, sub-
stantialperformance gain can be achieved.
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